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Digital Landscape PhotographyFocal Press, 2009

	Photographing landscape with a film camera is different than with a digital camera. There are several books on the market that cover landscape photography but few of them are specifically for the digital photographer. This book is what you are looking for!

	

	Digital Landscape Photography covers:

	* equipment such as...
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Clinical Emergency Medicine CasebookCambridge University Press, 2009

	Emergency Medicine is not divided into specific areas of practice. Emergency room visitors come in all shapes and sizes, at any time of day or night, with a wide range of maladies. Emergency physicians need to become experts in diverse areas of medicine and to be able to make quick and informed decisions about patient care. A cornerstone of...
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Add Audio and Video to Your Site: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	Nothing spices up a website like a cool sound effect (think ker-thunk as a visitor presses a button) or an embedded video. In this Mini Missing Manual, you’ll learn how to add several kinds of media files to your site: background music, a MIDI player, sound effects, and videos.


	You’ll also find out where you can...
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Developing Flex 4 Components: Using ActionScript & MXML to Extend Flex and AIR ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2011

	The first book to completely demystify leading-edge component development with the Adobe Flex 3 platform - How to build components for Flex and AIR applications using ActionScript 3.0 and Adobe's powerful MXML user interface markup language - Covers expert techniques most books ignore, including component metadata, error handling,...
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DTrace: Dynamic Tracing in Oracle Solaris, Mac OS X and FreeBSD (Oracle Solaris Series)Prentice Hall, 2011

	In early 2004, DTrace remained nascent; while Mike Shapiro, Adam Leventhal, and I had completed our initial implementation in late 2003, it still had substantial gaps (for example, we had not yet completed user-level instrumentation on x86), many missing providers, and many features yet to...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-640): Configuring Windows Server 2008 Active DirectoryMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		This training kit is designed for IT professionals who support or plan to support Microsoft
		Active Directory (AD) on Windows Server 2008 R2 and who also plan to take the Microsoft
		Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) 70-640 examination. It is assumed that you have
		a solid foundation-level understanding of Microsoft Windows...
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Security and Privacy for Microsoft Office 2010 UsersMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		SECURITY AND PRIVACY issues with computers and computer networks
	
		are constantly in the news these days, and everyone seems to be concerned
	
		about them to some degree. Businesses everywhere are worried about
	
		having
	
		sensitive customer information such as credit card numbers or email
	
		addresses
	
		stolen,...
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Sonar Code Quality Testing EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Developers continuously strive to achieve higher levels of source code quality. It

	is the holy grail in the software development industry. Sonar is an all-out platform

	confronting quality from numerous aspects as it covers quality on seven axes,

	provides an abundance of hunting tools to pinpoint code defects, and continuously...
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Game Mechanics: Advanced Game Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	This in-depth resource teaches you to craft mechanics that generate challenging, enjoyable, and well-balanced gameplay. You’ll discover at what stages to prototype, test, and implement mechanics in games and learn how to visualize and simulate game mechanics in order to design better games. Along the way, you’ll practice what...
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Practical Zendesk Administration: Best practices for setting up your customer service platformO'Reilly, 2012

	
		We built Zendesk back in 2007 because we were frustrated with the quality of the customer
	
		service applications that existed at the time. The vast majority of these “solutions”
	
		were big, clunky, on-premise enterprise applications, distributed on CDs, and took forever
	
		to deploy. Even proof-of-concept projects...
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Iminosugars: From Synthesis to Therapeutic ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	The field of iminosugars is a very exciting area of research. These carbohydrate mimetics

	were first imagined and synthesized by chemists in the 1960s before being isolated from

	Nature a few years later. Since the discovery of their biological activity as potent glycosidase

	inhibitors in the 1970s, iminosugars have been the subject...
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Chance Discoveries in Real World Decision Making: Data-based Interaction of Human intelligence and Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006

	For this book, the editors invited contributions from indispensable research areas relevant to "chance discovery", which has been defined as the discovery of events significant for making a decision, and studied since 2000. The chapters contain contributions to identifying rare or hidden events and explaining their significance. The...
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